
 

 
 

 

2019 MEMBERSHIP SURVEY 

 Thank you to everyone who completed the recent membership survey.  We 

received 95 responses from 222 recipients which is an excellent response rate of 43%. 

For practical reasons we did not include those members who receive their Association 

communications by post. The survey response thus represents just over a third of the 

Association membership. 

 The Committee is considering the survey results and you will hopefully see 

some of your suggestions in the 2020 programme. 

 We think you will be as interested in what the survey tells us about the 

Association as we are, so there will be a series of articles in forthcoming newsletters 

presenting some of the results. 

 

 

 COLONIES AND APIARIES 

 We asked how many colonies and apiaries members have and the response 

shows, as might be expected, that a lot of members have a few colonies in one or two 

apiaries, and a few members each have a lot of colonies in multiple apiaries!  

 The average (mean) number of colonies reported by respondents is 7.3.  

However, this is strongly influenced by the eight ‘large scale’ beekeepers who keep 

more than 20 colonies - to a maximum of 75 - and the average falls to 3.8 colonies if 

they are excluded. The average for the 67% of respondents who run only a single apiary 

is 4.1 colonies.  

 The most popular number of colonies is two but there is a second peak at six 

colonies. I have heard it said that about six colonies is about right for someone who 

wants to keep more than a couple of colonies in a single apiary, but wants to keep their 

beekeeping manageable in terms of time and equipment commitment, so perhaps this 

data shows some validity in that statement? 

 

67% of respondents have a single apiary and about 60% of respondents reported that 

their primary apiary is at home. Only single individuals reported operating more than 

three apiaries, mostly, but not entirely, corresponding with the ‘large scale’ beekeepers. 

 

 

Ian Mackley 
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VISIT TO ZOOLOGY MUSEUM  

 

 On 2
nd

 July a group of 10 members visited the zoology museum on St Machar Drive.  Our host Hannah 

Clarke explained that Aberdeen University has maintaining a museum at various sites since 1727.  When the 

current zoology building opened in 1970 the natural history collection was moved to this building while other 

material including an anthropology collection remained in the Marishal museum.  The Marishal collection still 

exists, but has been closed to the public since 2008.  The insect collection is not normally on public display, but 

Hannah had brought along a few trays of bees for us to see. 

 After looking at the taxidermy (including an impressive Indian Elephant) and skeletons large and small 

we examined the bees and found that most had been collected locally.  All the main bumble bee species were 

present, together with some less well known bees.  Thank you to Hannah for arranging this session. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HEATHER SITE VISIT 

 

 On 1
st
 September the association was invited to visit one of Murray McGregor’s heather sites.  Although 

the weather looked doubtful, a strong turnout of around a dozen members gathered near Dinnet where we met 

Murray, who had driven up from Angus to meet us.   

 Murray has around 4,000 hives on the heather in total – 

mostly polystyrene langstroths.  These are spread between sites 

throughout the country.  Of course this amount of bees needs a 

team of people; and Murray’s staff visit a different out apiary 

every day throughout the season.  He uses brood boxes as 

supers and each hive has 2 or more supers.  That makes for a lot 

of honey.  Bell and ling is collected together on wired 

foundation, which Murray then extracts using a honey loosening 

machine.   

 The weather 

stayed dry as we looked 

into half a dozen hives, all 

of which were full of good 

tempered bees and most 

of which also had lots of honey crop already capped.  Murray pointed out 

which frames were predominantly bell and which were mainly ling.  He 

also explained that if no air gap is seen between the honey and the capping 

this suggests bees of carniolan ancestry. 

 Murray also supplies customers with nucs and queens.  He is very 

selective, identifying only about 10 of the best colonies each year which 

are moved from production sites to queen breeding sites.  He produces 

2,000 queens a year. 

 It was good of Murray to give up his time to host this visit, and all members were most impressed with 

the quality of this apiary.  

Malcolm Watson 
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BEGINNERS, BRIEFLY… 

An occasional article aimed at helping the novice through the beekeeping year. 

 
       SEPTEMBER 

 

 Two really really important things this month; winter feeding and varroa treatment. In discussing feeding, 

I am assuming overwintering a single National brood box.  ‘Brood-and-a-half’, and ‘double brood box’ systems 

have their merits, but I want to keep it simple for the moment. The key to successful overwintering is starting 

with a strong colony of healthy, well-fed bees. Consider uniting weak colonies. Transferring a small/weak colony 

to a poly nuc may improve its chances over winter. 

 

FEEDING. To give your valuable and carefully kept bees the best chance of making it through winter, you must 

feed them thoroughly at this time of year.  

What? The idea is that the bees dehydrate and store a syrup feed for later consumption, so we want to give them 

a concentrated sugar solution.  This is often termed ‘2:1’ syrup or sometimes ‘heavy’ or ‘thick’. You must only 

use white sugar, and never boil syrup.  The classic formulation is ‘2 pounds of sugar in one pint of water’ and 

hence ‘2:1’.  Many convert that to ‘2 kg in 1 litre’, but the exact conversion is 2 kg in 1.25 litres which is a little 

easier to dissolve (but the bees have about 25% more dehydration to achieve).  Hot but not boiling water can be 

used, although a fair amount of stirring is still necessary until the syrup is clear, but let it cool before giving it to 

the bees.  

 Some beekeepers will feed ‘Ambrosia’ or ‘Invertbee’ syrups which are glucose/fructose solutions, 

relieving the bees of the job of ‘inverting’ a sucrose (white sugar) syrup into glucose/fructose.  However, 

Ambrosia is about three times the cost of white sugar but it saves the beekeeper the job of making up syrup. 

 Note that any surplus homemade syrup which you might want to store will go mouldy so make it up as 

required. Ambrosia/Invertbee will keep. 

When? The general guidance is that feeding should be complete by the end of the first week in October, before it 

is too cold for the bees to adequately dehydrate and store the syrup without risk of fermentation. It might take a 

week or ten days to feed a colony. If you have taken a crop from supers and there are then little stores in the 

brood box, you should part-feed immediately as a precaution against poor September weather, and then feed 

again towards the end of the month. 

How? The classic guidance is ‘with a rapid feeder’, implying a Miller, Ashforth, English or the cylindrical 

‘rapid’ feeder.  However, a big colony can empty a one gallon contact feeder in a couple of days so I’m not sure 

the type of feeder matters all that much at this time of year.  The practical advantages of the rapid feeders 

perhaps lie in their slightly larger capacity and that they can be refilled without disturbing the colony. 

Best practice is to feed all hives simultaneously, and in the evening if possible, to mitigate against robbing.  

Putting on an entrance block also helps mitigate robbing. 

How much? Feed them until they stop taking much more syrup. For a decent strength colony in a national hive 

with a couple of framesworth of stores already you should expect to feed at least 10-12 kg of sugar, i.e. refilling 

your feeder perhaps two-four times depending on capacity.  Skimping on autumn feeding is false economy and 

poor husbandry - sugar can be bought for about 50p/kg from discount retailers – as bees starving over winter and 

in spring is a common occurrence. 

 

VARROA. This is the time of year when the mite per bee ratio is increasing rapidly and the autumn varroa 

treatment is therefore the most important of the year. It is essential to choose and administer it properly. There 

are quite a variety of chemistries and products available nowadays and following integrated pest management 

(IPM) principles, we should try to vary our chosen chemistry from time to time.  As Api-Bioxal (oxalic acid) is 

about the only suitable mid-winter treatment, I try not to use it in general in the autumn, and I aim to vary my 

autumn chemistry/product every couple of years or so.  The recent survey showed that ApiVAR and MAQS are 

currently most popular amongst our members. Of the two, I’d recommend ApiVAR to beginners. Whatever you 

use, follow the instructions closely. Observe the recommended treatment periods and do not leave the product in 

the hive once the treatment is ended. 

 

 

Ian Mackley 
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          ANNUAL BARBEQUE 

 The Association’s annual barbeque goes from 

strength to strength! Joan and Karl really pulled the 

stops out for us this year and were rewarded with an 

estimated 60 attendees. Most of the food and drink 

was provided by them with the addition of delicious 

Hebridean Lamb, as burgers and chops, kindly 

provided by Nick and Michelle Ball.  

 Another highlight was a pizza preparation 

table at which members could mix their own toppings 

and put their choice to cook in a new pizza oven.  

Members also brought a selection of sweet and 

savoury dishes to share. 

 

Naturally the main 

topic of 

conversation, apart 

from the 

magnificent spread 

of food, was bees, 

harvest and 

beekeeping with 

lively discussion 

about all aspects of 

the craft. 

  

 Happily the weather stayed fine for us for the afternoon. 

      All those who attended agreed it was a great success and the best yet.  

      David Morland 

MEMBERS EVENTS 

SEPTEMBER 

 

Friday 13
th   

at 7.30 p.m. 
AT HALLMARK HOTEL, DYCE 

BEEKEEPERS' QUIZ 

 

Saturday 14
th   

 
AT HALLMARK HOTEL, DYCE 

SBA CONVENTION 

(Booking required) 

 

OCTOBER 

 

Saturday 5
th   

 
AT Kinellar Hall 

Skep Workshop (Bryce Reynard) 

(Booking required) 

 

Saturday 12
th   

 
AT Kinellar Hall 

HONEY SHOW 

(Details to follow) 

 

 

ADBKA HONEY SHOW 2019 

 

 12 OCTOBER 2019 – 2.00pm at Kinellar Community 

Hall, Fintray Road, Blackburn AB21 0SS 

Our Honey Show Schedule was circulated with last month’s 

newsletter and is also available on our website - 

aberdeenbeekeepers.net. The annual Honey Show is the highlight 

of our year.  Help make this year’s show a great success by 

entering your best jars of honey, cut comb, sections, mead, 

candles, handicrafts, photographs, baking and wax.  It’s not only 

fun to show some of the results of your hard work, but also to see 

what other members have managed to achieve with their year’s 

beekeeping. The Honey Show has dozens of classes and 

categories and there are lots of opportunities to get involved.  

There’ll be beekeeping equipment and books to browse, fine 

refreshments to enjoy and an opportunity to meet with other 

beekeepers to chat about the highs and lows of this season.  

 We are delighted to announce that Enid Brown will be 

our Honey Show Judge this year. 

 Even if you’re not able to enter this year, why not come 

along to see what it’s all about?   

 All trophy holders should ensure that they return their 

trophies to the secretary before 5 October.  

Alison Goss 

 


